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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing | Power optimization, soft
error tolerance improvement | As the transistors became smaller in size and the systems became
faster, issues like power consumption, signal integrity, soft error tolerance, and testing became
serious challenges. There is an increasing demand to put CAD tools in the design flow to address
these issues at every step of the design process. First part of this research investigates circuit level
techniques to reduce power consumption in digital systems. In second part, improving soft error
tolerance of digital systems is considered as a trade off problem between power and reliability and
a power aware dynamic soft error tolerance control strategy is developed. The objective of this
research is to provide CAD tools and circuit design techniques to optimize power consumption and
to increase soft error tolerance of digital circuits. Multiple supply and threshold voltages are used to
reduce power consumption. Variable supply and threshold voltages are used together with variable
capacitances to develop a dynamic soft error tolerance control scheme. | Format: Paperback |
Language/Sprache: english | 108 pp.
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Undoubtedly, this is actually the greatest job by any author. This can be for those who statte there was not a worthy of studying. I am delighted to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my very own daily life and could be he greatest book for ever.
-- Per r y Reing er-- Per r y Reing er

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV
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